Designing and Manufacturing Pressurized (Hydraulic) Hydro Chlorinator
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Abstract: At present, one method of drinking water disinfection is use of per chlorine. It must be added with a certain amount. There are mechanical devices to do this work which need the energy to perform. Hence, giving attention to energy consumption and access to its supplier resources has special importance. Use of cost effective, recyclable and accessible energies forces the human to take daily efficient steps to optimal use of energy resources. This plan has been performed with the aim of using cheap and recyclable energies in order to injecting per chlorine to drinking water in areas without electrical power or where the problem is energy storage. Apparatus operation method: at present on our country the gaseous, electrical, hydro mechanical devices and a manual method have been used to chlorination. Especially, electrical and gaseous chlorine mixer have been used to inject chlorine to water supply pressure lines. But hydraulic chlorine mixer has the ability to inject chlorine by using hydraulic energy present in water supply pressure line, it means that the device will capture the hydraulic energy, it & inject per chlorine solution to water supply network with this force. Results: after studying and considering the operation method of these devices, research have been done and finally by using cylinder and piston and four containers were designed and made and tested successfully. This set is very heavy and complex. After investigation, a very small and portable set was made of light weight materials (polyethylene and pp) and its complexity has been reduced considerable. The presented sample can be produced in a mass.
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INTRODUCTION

Use of per chlorine is common as a disinfectant in Iran. In order to do this work, the electrical devices have been applied to injection of solution to water supply network.

Use of electrical chlorine mixer equipped with electromotor and injection pump need a permanent maintenance and has depreciation. Also there is water supply network in which the natural fountain and slope will be used and water supply pipes have afar distance from electrical network which need network installation and considerable cost. Using these simple systems has a high importance in industry. Cost loss and depreciation are among of advantage of this plan.

On the other hand, injection of solution must be based on water volume of network. Changes in this amount in the water supply pipe change the line pressure. In the case of using hydraulic chlorine mixer, pressure change in water supply network will change the machine speed, which in turn changes the solution rate injected to network. With regard this change, it’s possible to achieve a specific volume of per chlorine injection based on water dB to water supply network.
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Therefore, the investor team by knowing the mentioned problem, also having enough knowledge of various characteristics of liquids decided to design and manufacture an apparatus which is able to produce a pressure more than pipe pressure by using pressure energy of water supply line and by this means it’s possible to inject the disinfected solution to mentioned water supply line.

With regard to it’s special abilities, this device was accepted as an invention in the national industrial propriety with patent 129713.

Today, disinfecting water by using hypochlorite sodium is common in many countries. This material must be mixed with water with a specific amount. If the amount of chlorine be less than optimal extent, haven’t full disinfection property. And it’s more use, is harmful for consumer. Therefore the extent of use must be common and continual.

To ensure the disinfection sampling is done at the end of water supply line and the amount of the present chlorine is measured by work measuring kits kits. Chlorine can be used in the form of gas and solid. In the first method the chlorine gas is maintained in special capsules then injected to water supply line with related machines. In the second method, chlorine is provided in the form of tablet and powder. To disinfect the restricted amount of water, the tablet will be used and in other cases its solution and by using following methods:

**Manual Method:**
In this method, first powder will be soled in some water. In the case of adding water from source, first the amount of chlorine will be increased then its amount diluted.

**Using Electrical Apparatus:**
In this method, the needed amount of chlorine will be mixed with water then injected to water supply line source or network during the determined time.

**Using Hydro Chlorinator:**
Like electrical method, this machine has an injection pump, but the motional force of internal water is used instead to water supply source instead of electrical current. This apparatus among previous inventions of this inventors group has been recorded by financial and scientific supports of Ilam medical science university with patent number 26708.

**Machine Literature:**
Hydraulic apparatus is a device to chlorinate drinking water resources and networks by using per chlorine solution which supplies its necessary energy from the pressure of water inside water supply network. Therefore, other energies like electrical current aren’t needed.

Water being in water pipe line has a considerable amount of energy as potential and motional forms. In the case of availability of o mechanism (suitable and cheap), the use of present energies in water supply lines will be cost effective in this case it’s not necessary to use very expensive power.

**Purpose:**
Designing and manufacturing the injector of per chlorine solution to networks und water supply pressure secondary purpose.

Using tools which are related to hydraulic system in such a way that the pressure of per chlorine solution to injection is more that water inside the water supply network.

Setting related tools in a collection as hydraulic chlorine mixer

**Findings:**
Hydro chlorinator under the pressure has been designed by using the primary principles of mechanics and enough knowledge of liquids and a characteristic (especially water) which is able to produce pressure from water supply line pressure that overcome primary pressure. In this way it’s possible to inject disinfection solution to water supply lines.

**Total Machine Performance:**
In this apparatus a minimal amount of water is transformed into a cylinder in which a piston is installed. The movement of piston is transferred to the primary piston with fewer diameters. Therefore it’s possible to inject chlorine solution with less volume of water entered to water supply lines.
With regard to the following specific characteristics, designing and manufacturing this device is important technically and economically. Because of the following features it was accepted and registered as an invention. Unnecessary of power. Simplicity of its mechanism. Simplicity of its installation. Cheapness of its installment and maintain ace.

It expensive application in different industries including petrochemical and oil industries, under pressure irrigation, water and sewage industry.

Under pressure irrigation means injection of chemical materials like poisons and manure to irrigation networks which have pressure (pump age system in agriculture).

**Description of Machine Performance (Procedure):**

If from under pressure water supply lines the water will be transferred into cylinder with its internal piston, the force will be produced that its volume depends on piston section level and water pressure. This force caused to cylinder movement along the cylinder. Now, if the force of first piston movement is transferred to a piston with smaller section level, it’s possible to overcome the pressure of water supply lines as a result of injection of chlorine solution to water supply lines. (Figure 1)

Computations of apparatus energy. If we consider 90% output for this machine, by the following features, the produced pressure is computed as following:

\[ \text{Da=0cm} \]
\[ \text{Db=5cm} \]

In this case a piston level is as following:

\[ S_a = \pi r^2 \]
\[ S_a = \frac{3}{14} \times 25 \times 25 = 78.5 \text{cm}^2 \]

\[ S_b = \pi r^2 \]
\[ S_b = \frac{3}{14} \times (3/75)^2 = 44.15 \text{cm}^2 \]

Motive piston is one with bigger section level. If it is connected to a cylinder that piston (a) is placed in it with water current with 1 bar pressure, the produced force with 90% output is computed as following we have:

\[ 1 \text{ bar} = 100/000 \text{pa} \]

Then:

\[ F_a = P \times A \]
\[ 0/00785 \times 100/000 = 785 \text{N} \]

\[ F_{ma} = P \times W_e \]
\[ F_{ma} = 785 \times 90\% = 706 \text{N} \]

**Now, if this amount of force acts on piston b, then we have**

\[ F_a = F_a \]
\[ F_b = P \times A_b \]
\[ 706/5 = P_0 \times 0/00415 \]

\[ P_0 = (706.5/0/00415) = 170240/96 \text{Pa} \]

\[ P_0 = (170240.96/100.000) = 1.7 \text{bar/cm} \]

Then, if pressure on surface of motive piston is 1 bar, pressure on motive piston will be 1/7bar.

Computation of lost water

\[ V_a = S_a \times L_a \]
\[ 78.5 \times 10 = 785 \text{cm}^3 \]

\[ 785 \times 2 = 1570 \text{cm}^3 \]

It’s notable a system would be designed and manufactured twin and symmetry in order to inject the solution to water supply network permanently and continuously. (figure 1)

If the needed amount of water and chlorine is 500l/h, then repetition number of pistons movement will be 556 courses in 24 hours. As the solution is injected to water supply line with motive piston, then we have:

\[ \text{The volume of two movable cylinder} = 441.5 \times 2 = 883 \text{cm}^3 \]

\[ \text{Pistons in 24 hours} = 500000/883 \times 566 \text{the number of piston movement in 24 hours} \]
the number of piston movement in 1 hour = 9/44

Therefore, with regard to technical specifications of cylinder and pistons to inject 500 liter solution during 24 hours to water supply line, the amount of lost water is computed as following:

Total volume of movable cylinders * the number of turning and returning of pistons in 24 hours = the amount of lost water in 24 hours.

Lost water during 24 hours = 1570*566 = 888620 cm3/24H = 889 Lit/24H

Then the amount of lost water in 24 hours is equal to 889 liter which is based on injection of 500 liter in 24 hours. If lost water is used to produce chlorine solution then the correct amount of lost water will be 389 liter in 24 hours.

**Schematic Diagram of Under-pressured Hydro Chlorinator:**

The purpose of this design is to represent a way to increase pressure for injection of solution to water supply lines. The separating container will be neglected their role is only to prevent from entering water and solution to cylinders.

- **Water supply pipeline**
- **Inlet branches to apparatus**
- **Right hand injection cylinder (b2)**
- **Right hand motional cylinder (b1)**
- **The lever of mechanism to determine the direction of water movement.**
- **Chlorine solution**
- **Left hand motional piston**
- **Left hand motional piston**

**Hydraulic Procedure of Apparatus: (Finding):**

Branch of water supply line is passed through filter then to four directional water sops which have two modes:

Water current which has a pressure equal to water supply line pressure; introduce it to separating container (figure b1, number4). At the right hand diaphragm of this container, the auxiliary liquid is compressed with the movement of diaphragm and is conducted to motive cylinder (b2) through connecting pipe. Motive piston (b3) will be moved to left hand by auxiliary liquid. Force induced by pipe is enforced on movable piston (b4) and caused auxiliary compression of movable cylinder. Movement of this liquid in the solution separating container caused the movement of its diaphragm. On the other side, the solution diaphragm is compressed according to pressure produced in movable cylinder and is injected to water supply network through one-way valves. The cause of increasing pressure to inject solution is the difference between the level of motional and movable pistons, its calculation is performed in page6.

After cylinder pistons (b1) reach to the end of movement way, four-directed valve water moves toward left hand container to pass water and causes the movement of pistons to right side. In this state, the direct of water current (A1) through four-directed valve water is opened and moves-toward left hand by repulsion pipe. A cylinder pistons is returned to A1 separating container and the diaphragm moves it to right hand and chamber conduct its internal water outside the system. As a result some water will be lost. These stages will be continued till the adjusting sop is open and there is water pressure in network. The volume of injection depends on opening and closing rate of adjusting sop.

**Apparatus Performance (Conclusion):**

This device installed besides a per chlorine container. One branch of network is connected to supply energy. Water current rate is adjustable by manual sop or operator. Through another branch per chlorine solution is injected to water supply line after pressure enforcement.

The volume of injectable solution and the proportion of per chlorine in solution container is determined by computing the water and chlorine amount of network based on special time like 24hours. For example, if db of water is 24 hours. 1000m3 (in common conditions 5gr is determined for every m3), the needed chlorine is 5 kg in 24 hours. It’s necessary the whole container volume will be injected to mentioned network during 24 hours. It’s possible to use water sop to change the volume and time of solution injection.

This sop will decrease or increase the speed of pistons in the device. Of course, environmental health professionals will determine the amount of remained chlorine at the end of consuming lines by means of work measuring kit.
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